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Based in Madrid, Eduardo Duque (aka Latrama, 1979) is a spanish producer, multi-instrument 
player and DJ known as a key global mixer of traditional world music sounds with electronic 
breaks.  
 
Trained as classical guitar player when he was a child, he started to develop different 
projects combining his digital gear and computer skills with acoustic instrument recordings in 
the early 90’s. A love feeling impulse and a wide variety of musical influences coming from 
drum’n bass to popular indian or spanish classical music evolved into a more defined and 
explicit project under the name of Latrama more than ten years ago. 
 
As member of Chandra Sound System collective in the last decade Latrama has been 
spreading his particular way of music understanding in many different forms and places of 
expression including DJ residences, live shows, radio broadcasting, TV ads and reels 
production, music conferences, commercial releases, small clubs, big festivals and 
collaborations as indian tabla player or remixer. All these bidirectional music gifts have been 
shared and shaped with the audience in places like Madrid, Berlin, London, Barcelona, Lisbon, 
Beijing, San Francisco or Luxembourg among others. Today he continues running a club 
residence in Madrid with the collective and filling up his projects schedule. 
 
 
 
 
Love and Projects born as the result of the experiences, personal background and significant 
dates during Latrama’s story. This first longplay release by Latrama compiles a fifteen tracks 
structure split in two main parts including eight love songs and seven collaborative projects. 
 
Love section explains itself as heart feelings in form of love songs dedicated specially to his 
best source of inspiration as she is the woman that shares his life experience and daily trip 
with. Projects section collects seven uptempo tracks in collaboration with close friends and 
well-known artists that Latrama has been crossing with on the way. 
 
Love and Projects has been conceived as a world beats journey where asian and iberican 
elements get a highlighted prominence, and global drums and electronic breaks act as main 
engine parts of this musical boat. A balanced mixture of digital, plugged and un-plugged 
sounds, rhythms and melodies, organic and digital textures, mood states, memories, tons of 
fun and delightful feelings as sharing Sunday breakfasts and clubbing nights are. 
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love 
Acacias Remake 
De Bhi Chuke Hum 2009 (featuring La Ja>)      
29Mo 
Pasaje 28 
Electric Nava 
Tens (featuring La Ja>) 
8 Escalones 
Quien Dice 

 
projects 
Bob Holroyd - Blue Camel Haze (Latrama Remix) 
Chandra Sound System - Neurotropa 
Genetic Drugs and Latrama - Kerala Lottery (Latrama Remix) 
X-File And Aref Durvesh - Snakecharmer (Latrama Remix) 
Latrama::Tech - Moogie Dhabe 
Genetic Dugs & DJ Grace Kelly - SonhoBordado (Tapiador and Latrama Remix) 
Latrama feat. La Ja> - De Bhi Chuke Hum 2009 (Tapiador Remix) 
 
 
 
 
 

gigs&residences&clubs 
Fragil & Clinic (Portugal) 2003 
Festival La Mar de Músicas Spain, 2004 
Mestival (Elx, Spain) 2003 & 2004 
Bluu (London, UK) 2004 
12 Horas por Asia (Madrid, Spain) 2005 
Café del Mar ChillOut Festival (Madrid, Spain) 2005 
Navatek Festival (Toledo, Spain) 2005 
Festival Planeta Mestizo (Madrid, Spain) 2005 
Festival Asia (Madrid, Spain) 2005 
Die Schöne Partie (Berlin, Germany) 2006 
I’mPulse Beijing (Beijing, China) 2006  
Underground SF (San Francisco, US) 2007 
MundoMix Party (Berlin, Germany) 2008 
MeYouZik ’08 Festival (Luxembourg) 
GoFurthur Festivals’03..’08 (Spain) 
CañoOnFestival ’08 (Tarancón, Spain) 
Festival REC 06/07/08/09 (Madrid, Spain) 
Madrid & Barcelona Clubs: Cibeles, LaSal, Razzmatazz, Café La Palma, La Riviera, Yasta, Tabóo, LaBocaDelLobo, 
Twist, Xalamandra, Rastatóo, CaféGaldós, Sala Sol... 

 

releases containing tracks by latrama 
Zen Connection 3, OneWorldMusic, Australia, 2004 
Reflections Vol2 - Alemania, 2004 
An evening with Ryukyu Underground - Respect Records, Japan, 2005 
Souk - Tarifa Records, España, 2005 
Drum&Trance - Music Mosaic, Australia, 2006 
Flamenko Deep - Tarifa Records, España, 2006 
Azaad-E - ChillOm Reocrds, India, 2007 
Berlin Calling - Radio1/Multikulti, Berlin, 2007 
Contaigous by Genetic Drugs - Azra Records, Canada, 2007 
Indian Electronica Café 9 - ChillOm Records, India, 2007 
Swaraaj - ChillOm Recods, India, 2008 
Contagious Remixes & SouthIndian Paraphernalia by Genetic Drugs - PharmaTunes, Berlin, 2008 
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